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tv..Symptom: Upon opening or
using Outlook, an error pops
up containing the following
message: "(path-to-.pst-or-.ost)
has reached its maximum size..
An ost file is merely a cache of
Exchange mailbox. Simply
delete the existing .ost file,
Outlook will regenerate a new
one while the next startup.
Outlook PST Recovery
Software repairs corrupt
Outlook Data File (PST),
restores each deleted excerpts
of PST file & streamlines data of
repaired PST file. In a

customer’s computer, the
following error appeared during
“Send/Receive Progress” in
Outlook 2013 “Sending
reported error (0x8004010F) :
‘Outlook data. Outlook pst
repair tool to repair and recover
corrupted MS outlook PST file.
Corrupt pst recovery software
performs pst repair to recover
Microsoft outlook emails.
Efficient Outlook PST file repair
software that repairs and
recovers data from damaged
.pst file. This PST recovery tool
is available in free trial version
Describes an issue that triggers
an "Outlook not responding"
error message or Outlook
freezes when you open a file or
send an email message in
Outlook 2016. How to Fix
Outlook Error 0x800ccc78.
Error message 0x800ccc78
generally shows up with an
"unknown error" tag, making it
seem impossible to diagnose
and fix.
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freezes when you open a file or send an email message in
Outlook 2016. HI. I had the same problem With OUtlook 2010
pro beta version and Windfows 7. I moved my PST file from
the local drive to a Storage server and when I did. Symptom:
Upon opening or using Outlook, an error pops up containing
the following message: "(path-to-.pst-or-.ost) has reached its
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each deleted excerpts of PST file & streamlines data of
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that repairs and recovers data from damaged .pst file. This
PST recovery tool is available in free trial version file
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